
Summon 
Level 1 (Wizard)  Range: 15  Duration: Varies Casting Time: 1 turn Save: See Description 

Manifestation 

 

 

 

 

 

Corruption 

 

 

 

 

 

Much Worse! 
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2-11 

 
12-13 

 

 

 

 

14-17 

Lost, failure, and worse! Roll 1d6 modified by Luck: (0 or less) corruption + much worse + patron 

taint, (1-2) much worse, (3) corruption, (+4) patron taint (or corruption if no patron). 

 

Lost.  Failure.   

 
Base Creature– One attack (1d3 claws, 1d2 bite).  AC 10.  Base Attack Bonus and Save Bonus- 

Roll 1d2.  These can change based on what is rolled.  Creature lasts 1d4+1 rounds.  Roll 1d2 for 

HP (not d4); d3 (not d6) for Form 1; d4 (not d8) for Powers 1; d5 (not d10) for Appendages; d6 

(not d12) for Form 2; no d20 roll. 

 

As 12-13, but creature remains for 2d6 rounds. 

General You tear open the fabric of reality and summon a horrifying creature from beyond the void.  

These monstrosities are best left in the dark pits of the nether, undisturbed and undiscovered.  

Summoning such a beast is foolish and arrogant, but you’ve got the power and you’re going to use 

it!  This dark spell requires a Thaumatergic Circle that is created during the casting.  The circle is 

a concoction of fine silver fleck (equaling 500 silver pieces), mystic salts, the caster’s own blood, 
and other mystic herbs that make the party whacky and fun (remember breathe deeply).  Once the 

circle is complete the caster must spellburn at least one point to activate it. 

 

The creature will spawn 15’ from the caster at the beginning of the next round after the ritual is 

complete.  The summoned creature is not necessarily under the caster’s control. The creature  

always receives a Will save vs. the spell check result to resist control. If the creature succeeds in 

its save,  it lashes out when summoned.  There is a 50% chance it will target the caster before  

anyone else. 

Roll 1d4: (1) a large pulsating sphincter appears from a swirling black cloud in the sky and 

belches out a slimy creature; (2) a swirling electrical manifests as the void is torn open, and the 

creature emerges; (3) geysers of blood and bone blast from the ground toward the sky.  The  

creature emerges from the hole; (4) Caster belches a vile cloud of black smoke with black droplets 

of oil falling from it.  The creature lumbers out of the cloud. 
 

Roll 1d6: (1) caster’s head turns into a large spider; (2) caster’s flesh erupts in horrible stinking 

sores that cause pain (-1 to all rolls); (3) large tentacle grows out of the caster’s mouth after  

casting a spell.  The caster cannot talk during this time.  The tentacle remains for 1d4 turns before 

becoming necrotic and sloughing off; (4-5) minor corruption; (6-7) major corruption; (8) greater 

corruption. 

 

Roll 1d8: (1) the creature has stirred but goes back to sleep.  A second failure at a Summoning 

Spell (even just a regular failure) the creature will immediately reawaken and will immediately 

manifest at the casters location and destroy all within in its grasp; (2) the creature stirs and moves 

in its sleep causing the caster to catch a glimpse of its realm.  The caster must make a DC 16 will 

save or become hysteric (temporarily losing 1d6 personality.  A roll of a 1 means 1 personality is 
lost permanently); (3) the being is not interested in the movement of ants and goes back to sleep; 

(4) the creature is angered and 2d6 of it appear to rend and tear and feast and kill and bring all 

sorts of horror to reality; (5) the creature briefly touches our reality and perverts it at the caster’s 

location:  Food rots, water turns to dust, and all targets in a 15’ radius must make a DC 14 will 

save or switch bodies permanently; (6) the creature’s brief moment of consciousness causes the 

weather to be completely opposite for the season; (7) the being takes over the caster (unbeknownst 

to the rest of the party) and seeks to pervert the world.  It will do all in its power to form a cult and 

gain power and open the rift further bring out a even more terrible and hideous beings into  

existence; (8) like swatting a gnat on the wall the creature simply wills the caster out of existence.   



18-19 

 

 

 

 
20-23 

 

24-27 

 

 

 

28-29 

 

30-31 

 

 

 
32+ 

Base Creature– Two attacks (1d4 claws, 1d3 bite).  AC 10.  Base Attack Bonus and Save Bonus- 

Roll 1d4.  These can change based on what is rolled.  Creature lasts 1d3+1 turns.  Roll 1d3 for HP 

(not d4); d4 (not d6) for Form 1; d6 (not d8) for Powers 1; d8 (not d10) for Appendages; d10 (not 

d12) for Form 2; roll d8 (not d20) for Powers 2. 

 
As 18-19 but creature remains for 2d3 turns. 

 

Base Creature- Two Attacks (1d6 claws, 1d4 bite).  AC 12.  Base Attack Bonus and Save Bonus- 

Roll 1d6.  These can change based on what is rolled.  Creature remains for 2d10 rounds.  Roll all 

dice at appropriate levels. 

 

As 24-27, but creature remains for 2d3 turns. 

 

Base Creature- Two Attacks (1d8 claws, 1d6 bite).  AC 14.  Base Attack Bonus and Save Bonus- 

Roll 1d8.  These can change based on what is rolled.  Creature remains for 1 hour.  Roll all dice at 

appropriate levels. 

 
As 30-31, but the creature remains for 2d4 hours. 

Roll one of each the following polyhedral dice as directed by your spell check result: d4, d6, d8, d10, d12, d20 

 

D4- Hit Points  
Roll 1d20 and consult number on the die to get full HP 

1. +15 
2. +20 

3. +25 

4. +30 

 

D6- Form 1 

Consult number on die and choose one of two 

1. Glowing/Dark and Shadowy 

2. Freezing/Flaming 

3. Slimy/Dry and Cracking 

4. Necrotic/Pus Leaking 

5. Furry/Skin of Maggots 

6. Flayed and bleeding/Hard rock-like Skin 
 

D8- Powers 1 

1. Three Attacks 

2. Four Attacks 

3. AC 15 + d8 

4. AC 15 + d10 

5. Venomous Bite (-1d10 Dex per bite) 

6. Half Damage From Normal Weapons 

7. Immune to Normal Weapons 

8. Long Reach (up to 25 ft) with Claws 

What the Hell Did I Just Summon 



D10- Appendages 

1. Tentacles 

2. Barbed 

3. Stinking 

4. Infected 
5. Snakes 

6. Baby Heads 

7. Intestines 

8. Overlarge 

9. Underdeveloped 

10. Negative Energy or Smoke 

 

D12- Form 2 

1. Half Goat Man 

2. Swirling Wisp of Strange Energy 

3. Bulbous Frog With Maggot Eye Stalks 

4. Giant Eyeball Dripping Blood 
5. Horse Turned Inside Out 

6. Giant Stomach With Gnashing Teeth and Black Orb Eyes 

7. Your Character’s Mother, Beaten, Battered, Dead, and Bloated 

8. A Child’s Head on a Slimy Spider’s Body 

9. Strange Pulsating Tumor With a Hundred Legs and Four Hundred Eyes 

10. A Hanged Man With No Face, Moaning, His Intestines Trailing on the Ground 

11. A Small Body of Writhing and Crawling Insects With the Laugh of a Little Girl 

12. Body of a Lion, Centipede Neck, Face of Magic User, Mandibles of Beetle 

 

D20- Powers 2 

1. Miasmic Cloud (Cloudkill) 
2. Fire Breath (3d6) 

3. Spits Acid (2d8) 

4. Gaseous Form (at will) 

5. Invisibility (at will) 

6. Swallow Creature Whole (on natural 20 or if successful by 10 or more) 

7. Immunity to Magic 

8. Mind Control (at will, one at a time) 

9. Phantasmal Killer (at will, one at a time) 

10. Horrific Visage (Fear Effect- constant) 

11. Summon Undead (at will- 1d6 appear- can’t use again until all are gone) 

12. Make Like Thyself- Attacks Start Transforming Target into Summoned Being (under its control) 

13. Wall of Fire (at will, one at a time) 
14. Aging- Attacks cause target to age 1d10 years 

15. Transmute Flesh to Stone (on a successful hit) 

16. Fireball Blasts (at will, one at a time) 

17. Summoning (as this spell, but under control of the beast and not the caster) 

18. Impregnates (Fort Save DC 20 or now carrying a creepy hellish offspring in your belly.  Can be man or 

woman.  Bursts forth in 1d10 days fully formed, carrier takes 3d15 damage) 

19. Dimension Door (at will, one at a time) 

20. Death Touch (one time- no save- Summoned Creature immediately returns to the Void) 


